YORKSHIRE GARDENS TRUST
A guide to researching an historic designed landscape by Louise
Wickham
Part 2 – Using archive and other resources
In the previous guide, we looked at widely available online resources to get started. With these, we
were able to prepare an initial chronology and focus in on time periods of likely interest, before
looking at more detailed resources in archives and elsewhere.

Step 1 - Wider background research
First ask if anyone else has researched this site and published their work, even if it only focuses on
one aspect of the site (e.g. designer, feature such as a folly, type of garden etc). To do this consult
garden history books (see Appendix for some suggestions) and other online resources. Taking our
example of Carlton Hall, there are three important sources:
Georgian Gardens: The reign of nature by David Jacques (1990)
Richard Woods (1715 – 1793) Master of the Pleasure Garden by Fiona Cowell (2009)
Thomas White (c. 1736 – 1811) Redesigning the northern British landscape by Deborah Turnbull and
Louise Wickham (2022)
From these we learn that the owner of Stapleton commissioned improvement plans from Woods
(1765) and White (nd) and we can see what they were proposing. Comparing them to what was on
the ground now, it is clear the walled kitchen garden is the same (in both) but only White’s plan
shows the lake in the same place and shape.
You now need to decide what would be useful to look at from the archives and make a list before
you view the documents. To do this, you need to search their catalogues (see details on YGT website
page, ‘Become a research volunteer’, for those in the wider Yorkshire region). Many have listed
individual items that is very useful, so a simple search for the estate name and type of document
such as ‘Carlton map’ is enough. Others only provide a general listing but usually they will group
together similar documents e.g. surveys, letters etc.
Although many estates have donated their archives to public sources, some have retained material.
It is therefore always useful to get in touch with them and check what they hold. Although access
may be limited and they may not be well catalogued, if they have important maps and plans it is
worth the effort. For instance the improvement plans for Carlton are still held by the Carlton Towers
estate.

Step 2 – Viewing maps and plans
Tithe maps
First have a look and see whether there is a tithe map for the area. These were commissioned from
1836 when the tithe system was abolished. The National Archives lists all those available, to search
put in the name of the area here - https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C9356. That
will give you a reference for the map and the ‘apportionment’ or list of grounds (often down to field
level). First check the local record offices and the Borthwick Institute to see if they have a copy. Note
that West Yorkshire (http://wytithemaps.org.uk/) and North Yorkshire are now putting their tithe
records online for free.
Things to note:
1. Not all areas had tithe maps – Carlton is an example of this
2. The maps were done by surveyors who often used existing maps instead of a new survey
and so may show features in existence well before the date given on the map
3. Many were completed just before the first 6” OS maps in Yorkshire, so the latter are more
reliable as the date of the survey is given
However they can be a useful source as they are very detailed, see examples below for Thirkleby
(ref. IR 30/42/367 & 29/42/367, © The National Archives):

Enclosure maps
These were made when landowners wanted to enclose common areas of ground. This process
started in the medieval period and maps can be found from the early 16th century, however they
are most numerous from 1750 onwards. The National Archives has a useful guide https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/enclosure-awards/
to help you locate any that might be relevant.
The advantage they have over tithe maps is that they were properly surveyed at the time and are
often of an earlier date. They are typically held by the local archives for the area and the archive
services may have specific guides for you to consult. Otherwise do a general search on their website
e.g. ‘Carlton enclosure map’. For our example, there is one copy in the North Yorkshire County
Record Office (ref. I PC/CTN, shown below) and another in the West Yorkshire Archives Service (ref.
QD5/3/Vol 2/4). Multiple copies were often made for various landowners including the Church and
so it is worth doing a check of other local archives.
This map below for Carlton was completed in 1808 and provides us with more evidence that the
designed landscape shown on later maps was in place by this stage. It also indicates that the
parkland was extended to the east between 1809 and 1849, as the enclosure map shows it as fields.

Estate maps
These have to be the most valuable piece of evidence for the garden historian. These were usually
commissioned by the owner from a detailed survey and should not be confused with plans such as
those by Woods and White (detailed earlier) that were proposals for improvement.
Looking at the estate archives for Carlton at Hull History Centre, we find Survey of estate of Thomas
Stapleton at Carlton c. 1771 (U DDCA 36 34). In a subsidiary collection at East Riding Archives, there
is Map of the estates of Thomas Stapleton at Carlton, 1753 (DDCL/3390). These are ideal because
one is before Woods’ improvement plan and another is after, so that will not only help us to
determine whether his ideas were carried out but also narrow down the dates of their construction.
The earlier map below is sadly quite damaged and a section is missing to the west of the Hall,
however we can see that the area around it is open fields and there is no walled garden to the north.

The second map is not dated but it is thought to be c. 1771. Comparing it with the one above, we
can clearly see that the walled kitchen garden is in place but not the lake or the later extensive
parkland.

Step 3 – Estate surveys
Once you have exhausted all available map sources, you should turn next to written surveys. These
sometimes accompanied a map such as the ones above (as areas have numbers) but even on their
own, they give interesting detail.
We have a number for Carlton, including one dating back to the building of the Hall c.1600, Survey of
mine closes of the demaine of Carlton whereof the ould orchard was one (U DDCA 36/3):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Orchard
High Parke
The Inges
Greene Gates
Low Rookehill
High Rookehill
House close
Long close
Baughame
The close about the house

1 acre, 1 rood, 2 perches
17 acres, 3 roods
37 acres
31 acres
15 acres, 1 rood, 5 perches
20 acres, 2 roods
7 acres, 2 roods
7 acres
27 acres
16 acres

There are also later surveys, such as in 1789 (U DDCA/36/12) where ‘Carlton Park’ contained about
102 acres, showing that the parkland shown in the improvement plans was now in place.

Step 4 – Estate Accounts & Bills
These estates were run as businesses and often detailed accounts were kept either by the owner or
by the people who worked for them such as a steward or land agent. Very occasionally you get
accounts specifically relating to the gardens and with Carlton we have some for the years 1765-1773
(U DDCA 29/13) and 1776-7 (U DDCA 29/13). While only covering short periods, these are invaluable
as they are around the time of the improvement plans when work on the designed landscape was
clearly underway.
More typically you will find general estate accounts, where you have to search for expenditure that
may be relevant. The Carlton archives at Hull have a lot of these including some from the 17th and
early 18th centuries (U DDCA 2/48/1-18, 1656-1705). A particularly interesting entry comes from
1673 (U DDCA 2/48/5) showing landscaping around the Hall:
Disbursed in wages to the gardener [Thomas Newbould] and other labourers for digging grounding
levelling & laying the great garden [at Carlton House] with laying the grass plats & high & low walks
according to the particulars set down on this & the other side of this leas, besides several of my own
servants grounding & weeding & my own waggon for fetching the swarth sods from the Moors
disbursed - £21 7s 8d
Often bills for large purchases were kept and although they may take time to look through, they can
reveal information that perhaps is not in the formal accounts. Here you can find bills from
nurserymen and other tradespeople such as masons, carpenters and glaziers who refer to garden
areas. Here is an example from 1845 (U DDCA 2/48/110):

Step 5 – Other archive information
Correspondence
Owners were often away and their stewards or agents would regularly write to them to let them
know what was happening at the estate, particularly if major work was underway. There are also
letters from others such as architects, designers and nurserymen that can yield information. They
may be the original single letters or in the form of a letterbook. Many archives now give more details
about each letter allowing you to narrow down your research.
Diaries
Belonging to owners, these can take the form of just entries of appointments but many also allow
for details of expenditure. This is useful for large payments to individuals such as architects or
designers for example, that wouldn’t necessarily be in the estate accounts.
Notebooks
Some kept details of the things they had planted or done on the estate. Here is an example from the
Busby Hall archive in the North Yorkshire County Record Office (ZDU 105/Book 1):

Step 6 – Sources outside of archives
Now you are casting your net even wider and it may take longer to get anything useful but it is worth
trying to look at these, especially as so much is now online that is searchable:
Newspapers, magazines and journals
Newspapers date back to the mid 18th century and cover both national and local news such as
house/estate sales, horticultural events and personal events. The British Newspaper Archive
(https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/ or https://search.findmypast.co.uk/search/britishnewspapers) is a good place to start, although you have to pay. A free resource, particularly good for
gardening magazines and journals is https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/
Old books
While some caution is needed in accepting everything previously written, contemporary accounts of
a place can be invaluable. Two sites worth exploring are: https://archive.org/ and
https://www.hathitrust.org/ To narrow down your research put in specific search terms such as
‘Carlton Hall park’ using “” to ensure only that phrase is used and start with oldest books available.
Remember that spelling has changed over time and you need to try alternatives e.g. ‘Carleton’
Old photographs and postcards
You will find photographs and postcards going back to the mid 19th century. Apart from a general
Google Image search, some archives have good collections such as Godfrey Bingley collection of
photographs at Leeds University Special Collections https://library.leeds.ac.uk/info/1500/special_collections and the Victoria and Albert Museum https://www.vam.ac.uk/collections?type=featured
Paintings and drawings
While some caution is needed with ‘artistic licence’ used, paintings and drawings can help for the
period before photographs. Sites to try (in addition to general search) are:
https://artuk.org/
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection
British Library - http://explore.bl.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=BLVU1
V&A – as above

While it might seem that all these disparate pieces of information may not give a complete history in
themselves, they are all part of building a picture. To see how the archive and other material was
used, see the report for Carlton Hall (Towers) on the YGT website.
Once you have established what was done when and by whom from archive sources, the final stage
is to a survey of the site’s features to see whether anything more can be gleaned.
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